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Share your name, 
district, and role

All Panelists + 

Attendees
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Checking In:
 

What’s been the highlight of your week so far?



Maggie Hodge
Senior Design Principal

@Maggie_A_Hodge

Shelby McIntosh
Managing Partner

@Shelby_McIntsh

Welcome! Thanks for joining us today.





Ways We Work With Districts



Elements of Building Knowledge

Understand why this 
idea matters through 

first-hand experiences

Explore resources and 
deepen knowledge 

related to idea

Try using the idea in 
small, safe ways to 

prepare for application

Develop a hypothesis 
to test and determine 
the supports you need
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Teachers Adjusting to Remote Learning

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy_y9yOrgxk


Parents Adjusting to Remote Learning



Elements of Building Knowledge

Understand why this 
idea matters through 

first-hand experiences

Explore resources and 
deepen knowledge 

related to idea

Try using the idea in 
small, safe ways to 

prepare for application
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Why is communication so hard?

Trust Transparency Timing



Trust

Lack of trust or broken trust leads 
to worrying about what we’re 

saying, how we say it, and what’s 
going to happen when we say it.



Transparency

Common Transparency Pitfalls:

● Check the box transparency
● One-and-done transparency
● Selective transparency
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Think about a time you felt someone wasn’t 
being transparent about something.

 
In ONE WORD, how did that make you feel?

Menti.com 24 74 76



Timing

Information expires in two ways:

1 - Distortion of meaning

2 - Relevance degradation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSekdGHJTwM
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What questions do 
you have?

All Panelists + 

Attendees
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What are some tensions you’re feeling or 
hearing in your interactions with parents?

Tell us in the chat box.



Tension: The feeling that there is a gap between the 
way things are and they way they could be

Non-school 
challenges 

causing 
stress for 

teachers and 
families

Parents want 
different 

amounts of 
information 
or resources

Confusion on 
expectations 

(i.e. what’s 
required, 

what’s 
optional)

Varying 
levels of 
family 

engagement

Or: The things that keep you up at night, you vent to 
your loved ones about, or make you feel “icky”

Common examples we are hearing: 

Concern for 
SEL and 

academic 
well-being of 

children



NURTURE TRUSTKNOW YOURSELF CULTIVATE 
CURIOSITY

LISTEN DEEPLYCOMMUNICATE 
EFFECTIVELY

DECIDE 
DELIBERATELY

Foundational competencies of innovative leaders



COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY

● Create and intentionally share clear and 
compelling messages using a variety of strategies 

● Key skills + actions of leaders that 
COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY:
○ Synthesize information
○ Create clear messaging relevant to 

stakeholders
○ Adapt variety of communication strategies



Practice | What it Looks like at Education Elements

SMALL

SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

Need immediately, message will 
expire or be updated within a few 

days

Need soon, message will be relevant 
for a week or two

Don’t need right away, message will 
be relevant for a few weeks - 

months

LARGEMEDIUM



Practice |  What it Looks like at Education Elements
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

COVID Task Force 
Meeting internally 

w/smaller group of 4

Shelby sends email to 
company by end of day 

(every week)

Partners meet together 
to discuss email + how 

to support

Open forum at weekly 
status meeting 

(every week)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qFVUH64skvqoCS4i7gwYieGCvUDkmdt4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qFVUH64skvqoCS4i7gwYieGCvUDkmdt4/view


○ Synthesize information
○ Create clear messaging 

relevant to stakeholders
○ Adapt variety of 

communication strategies

COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY

Create and intentionally share clear and 
compelling messages using a variety of 
strategies 



Practice | What communication tools or tactics might you try?
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

Need immediately, message will expire 
or be updated within a few days

Need soon, message will be relevant 
for a week or two

Don’t need right away, message will be 
relevant for a few weeks - months

Communication tactics, tools, and tips to consider

Example Tools + Tactics:
● Mass text or voice call, 

social media, platforms with 
push notifications

● Check out platforms like 
Remind and ClassPager

Tips:
● Utilize combination of 

tactics to increase likelihood 
message is received

● Consider options that enable 
quick, 2 way comms

Example Tools + Tactics:
● Email to listserv, weekly 

newsletter, update on LMS
● Utilize social media or other 

immediate tactic to alert 
stakeholders to expect this 
communication

Tips:
● Use templates that remain 

consistent + enable 
info/messages to be easily 
updated

● Follow consistent cadence

Example Tools + Tactics:
● Website update, 

monthly/quarterly 
newsletter

Tips:
● Info/message unlikely to 

change significantly
● FYI/resources, action or 2 

way comms not needed 
from stakeholders

● Limit # of large comms  - 
likely a dept., school, or 
district-wide effort

https://www.remind.com/teachers
https://www.classpager.com/
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What are some of your most 
trusted communication tools 

+ tactics?

What tried and true tips can 
you share? 

All Panelists + 

Attendees



Questions to consider:

How can I get a 
better sense of the 

communication 
preferences + needs 
of my stakeholders?

What are the recurring 
areas of 

communication I can 
anticipate? What 

communication needs 
have been less 

expected?

What are the most 
common questions 
stakeholders have? 

How can I proactively 
communicate about 

these areas? How can 
I vary my tactics? 

How might I gather 
data on the tensions 

stakeholders have felt 
with communications 
during this time? How 
will this data inform 

shifts I make? 

How can I utilize 
technology and/or other 

systems to improve 
efficiency + 

effectiveness of 2 way 
communications?
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Checking Out:
 

What is one adjustment you will make or new 
strategy you will try in your communication 

practice going forward?



Stay safe, stay healthy!

Thank You!

Connect with Education Elements 
on social media to continue the 

conversation, or subscribe to our 
blog for more resources about 
educating through COVID-19.

www.edelements.com/blog

@edelements

fb.com/edelementsAccess today’s slides:
bit.ly/MAY15COMMS 



VIRTUAL EVENTS 2020

JUNE 3 - 4
—
Responsive Team Habits in 
the Age of COVID-19

JUNE 16 - 18
—
Designing Schools for 
Learning Continuity 
Conference

Go Here to Learn More and Register: 
bit.ly/virtual-events-2020
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